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A Controversial Day
ASSOCIATED PRESS

The second day began with great anticipation as
tensions rose in the Assam Vidhan Sabha. The first
speaker of the day was Aziz Ahmed, who spoke about
Bangladeshis entering and living illegally in Assam.
Although it was a rather commendable speech, it saw
a number of questions raised by the other members. It
was, however, Rakibul Hussain’s outstanding
question which left the speaker rattled and in turn
received a round of applause.
Atul Bora began his speech by speaking about the
significance of the Bill in Assamese history and its
negative outcomes. This was followed by the Chief
Minister of Assam, Sarbanada Sonowal questioning
him, to which his answer earned great praise. Ilias Ali
and Emanuel Moshery too spoke well on the same
topic, with the latter being questioned by Tarun Gogoi,
Abdul Khaleque, Rekibuddin Ahmed, and Atul Bora.
From the looks of it, Atul Bora has been quite active
in committee.
The delegates of the Assam Vidhan Sabha have left
this reporter in awe of their witty remarks and sharp
responses. We hope this enthusiasm does not die
down.
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THE RESULT OF
ISLAMOPHOBIA
CNN
After an intense day of heated
arguments and discussions, the
delegates of the United Nations
Human Rights Council spent their
time deliberating on the crisis at
hand.
As was reported, many Christians
and Buddhists were abducted from
the countries of the Philippines and
China, respectively. The Pakistani
terror group Lashkar-e-Jhangvi
claimed full responsibility for the
same, while reports from China
announced the abduction of their
Finance Minister as well. The next
update reported the abduction of a
minister from the Philippines as a
result of which chaos reigned in the
committee. The last update claimed
that Tunisia’s Defence Minister was
spotted with the terrorist group two
days prior to the abduction of the said
ministers. This reporter only hopes
that in time, the committee can
resolve its conflicts and do what is
best for the global community.

An interview with the former Chief
Minister
THE HINDU

Reporter- How many MUNs have you participated in?
 I have participated in two MUNs. My experience regarding this

one has been amazing.
Reporter- Why do you think the Citizenship Amendment Bill should not
pass? What is the reason behind your party opposing it?
- The Citizenship Amendment Bill should not pass according to Article
13, where it is stated that everyone has the right to freedom of movement
and residence within the borders of each state.
Reporter- How will the Bill affect the people of Assam?
If the bill is passed then the Assamese people will become a minority
community in their own state. So, according to me, as well as the people
of Assam, it should not pass.
Reporter- What do you think BJP’s agenda is with regards to the Bill?
-The BJP’s main agenda is to get the votes, nothing else.
Reporter- What is the reason behind your confidence throughout this
session?
- The people who have done wrong will think twice before saying
anything in the committee, with the Congress doing the right work that
the smart people of Assam know. This is the reason behind my
confidence.
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Fear and Terror
IOL
The second and final day of the MUN saw
the United Nations Security Council being
flooded with accusations while phenomenal
speeches were delivered by every delegate.
As allegations were hurled around, one
couldn’t help but notice the ever active
delegate of France grasping every
opportunity to speak in. Meanwhile, the
quiet and reserved delegate of Pakistan
provided the committee with the fuel it
needed in the form of shocking updates
about terror activities in their country.

THE GUARDIAN, THE MOSCOW TIMES AND THE NEW YORK

It is amid all this controversy that this
reporter found herself in, that a much
needed press conference was organised.

TIMES

The contents of the same are as follows:

Umm...Err….I’ll give it later

On the 2 day of DPSG Intra MUN 2019, a press conference was
nd

conducted in the Assam Vidhan Sabha by the representatives of The
Guardian, The Moscow Times and The New York Times.
Reporter: Mr.Tarun Gogoi, what are your views on the Citizenship
Amendment Bill and what do you think will happen if it becomes an
Act?
Mr. Tarun Gogoi: Err….the, the thing is clear err...if the Citizenship
Amendment Bill passes ….err…the, the…*Bangladeshi Muslims*
will come to Assam and...will ruin the Assamese people. Err…the
Assamese culture and language will also be damaged. So yes that is
what I..think.
Reporter: Mr.Himanta Biswa Sarma, you have been actively
campaigning for the BJP to come back to power, in and around Assam,
singing, ‘’Akou Ebar Modi Sarkar”. What if the BJP does not obtain a
majority this time?
Mr.Himanta Biswa Sarma: No...it is not like that…if we do not win
also….this is for us to win…I know that you will think like that but if
we win our main motive will be to bring the C.A.B. into effect..
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Reporter: Mr.Sarbananda Sonowal we know that while you were in office the NRC came into effect, but the Congress
has also been claiming credit for the same. What are your views on this?
Mr.Sarbananda Sonowal: I do not care about the NRC and what
Congress tells. I just care about the people- the muslims are also
humans and they should be respected. The muslims can be used as a
human resource for Assam.
Reporter: Mr.Atul Bora, I would like to quote one of your former
speeches in which you said that “The Assam Accord is the Gita, Bible
and Quran for us”. However what makes the AGP rejoin the alliance
with BJP?
Mr.Atul Bora: It is not like that, the AGP is a regional party, it cares
about the views and needs of the people of Assam. Whenever a bill or
something comes, we will not agree. We will not break the
alliance…..we will try to teach BJP and er, solve the thing without
problem.
Reporter: Mr. Ashok Singhal, you were one of the leaders within the
BJP skeptical about the final draft of the National Register of Citizens
while stating that foreigners have made it to the final draft and not the
genuine citizens. What are your views on the same, at present?
Mr.Ashok Singhal: At present? Umm…we just want the Citizenship Amendment Bill to pass for the betterment of the
country.
In all, it was an eventful session with a series of controversial answers.

A PRESS CONFERENCE IN
UNSC
CNN, IOL, BBC
Question: What is the significance of radical terrorism in the 21st
century? How has it grown over the year?
Answer:
Delegate of Germany- Radical terrorism is not a new issue. It has
been going on since the 7th century. Nowadays, most of the crimes
in the world is radical terrorism.
Question: As stated yesterday by a few delegates, how can China
“boycott” the nation of Pakistan to get rid of terrorism?
Answer:
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Delegate of France- It is our wish to boycott Pakistan so that the terrorist activity decreases. We
do wish China
to do the same as they help Pakistan in various ways.
Delegate of Turkey- China can boycott Pakistan by stopping the construction of the China-Pakistan
corridor, not giving financial aid to Pakistan, as most of it is used in terrorism, and by not selling
arms to Pakistan.
Question: The Delegate of Pakistan was blamed by the other delegates for terrorism. What are the
views of the delegates about the same?
Answer:
Delegate of Pakistan- I apologize for whatever my country has done. We know that our country has
many terrorists and even face such problems.
Question: The Delegate of Pakistan recently admitted to the existence of various agencies including
the ISI in Pakistan. What repercussions does this have on the global community and the nation of
Pakistan?
Answer:
Delegate of Pakistan- I know that this affects the world in an adverse way and also many lives are
lost. Pakistan in trying to stop the agencies which spread terrorism, and support the agencies which
help in stopping the agencies which support terrorism.

This has left the reporters in a fix. We shall let you decide, for the fate of the world rests on
the shoulders
of
our delegates in the UNSC.

RANDOM QnA
Beauty with Brains - An interview with the
graceful Chairperson of the United Nations
Human Rights Council
REPORTER: Why did you begin MUNing?
- Out of curiosity, to be very honest. It was very
new to the North-Eastern region of India at that
time. It was usually held in Delhi and Mumbai. So
yes, that’s why I first join the NEIMUN (NorthEast International Model United Nations), 2015
and then it went on.
REPORTER: On a scale of 0-5, how do you rate your delegates’ enthusiasm?
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-I don’t think that the 0-5 scale is justified. Their enthusiasm level is much higher than that. They are full of
energy, all the time.
REPORTER: What is the most irrational thing that you are afraid of?
- I think that the most irrational thing that I am afraid of is expectations; expectations that the society has, that
the people have on us.
REPORTER: Would you rather participate as a delegate or chairperson in a committee?
- Being a delegate has its own thrill, but I would rather chair a committee.
REPORTER: Would you rather draw or act?
-Earlier, I used to draw a lot when I was in school but now after joining college, I am more into acting from
last year.
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